W.I.A.A. BOYS TEAM TENNIS
June 11-12, 2010

DIVISION 1 - QUARTER FINALS

Marquette University H.S. 5 Brookfield Central 2

Singles
Flight 1 - Damon Niquet (9) MUHS def Michael Treis (10) BC 6-1, 6-2,
Flight 2 - Tim Noack (12) MUHS def Jack Michael (11) BC 6-2, 6-3,
Flight 3 - Jordan Patt (10) BC def Matt Lynch (9) MUHS 6-4, 6-3,
Flight 4 - Andre Denu (10) BC def Alex Smith (10) MUHS 6-1, 3-6, 6-1

Doubles
Flight 1 - Ethan Niquet (12)/Alex Sykes (12) MUHS def
Kenny Reichert (11)/Kevin Schmidt (11) BC 6-1, 6-1,
Flight 2 - CJ Armbrust (9)/Jack Porritt (11) MUHS def
Matt Wood (12)/Marc Meiklejohn (12) BC 6-0, 6-4,
Flight 3 - Connor Muth (10)/Jed Sekaran (9) MUHS def
Cavan Wagg (11)/Mike Zanoni (11) BC 6-0, 6-0,